ADAM

Where you headed?

FLETCHER

(As CASPIAN)

“Hollywood!”

ADAM


FLETCHER

Do you want to hear a joke?

ADAM

Yeah. I do.

FLETCHER

(As ANGRY BOB)

“What do you call a sad coffee?

ADAM

No clue.

FLETCHER

(As ANGRY BOB)

“Depresso!”

(ANGRY BOB laughs. So does ADAM. As CASPIAN)

“What do you call a man with no body and no nose?”

ADAM

I don’t know... what do you call a man with no body and no nose?

FLETCHER

(As CASPIAN)

“Nobody nose.”

ADAM

What’s your name?
FLETCHER

(re: CASPIAN)
I was talking to him.

(As CASPIAN)
"I’m Caspian!"

ADAM

Hey Caspian, I’m Adam.

(ADAM bumps fists with CASPIAN)

FLETCHER

I think you go to the same school as my sister.

ADAM

Who’s your sister?

FLETCHER

Ellie Blake.

ADAM

Ellie Blake. Your mom is the Sandwich Lady? Awesome. Does she know where you are right now?

(FLETCHER blinks back tears and shakes his head.)

Hey...little dude...what’s up?

FLETCHER

I’m running away.
FLETCHER

(As ANGRY BOB)

“This guy’s toast is gonna kill, and then it’s straight to Hollywood!”

(As ANGRY BOB)

“Mooom, seriously, I need to ask you something important!”
Light, bouncy, annoying

4

5 FLETCHER:

Drivin' with my mom, drivin' with my mom...

Moving way too fast, other cars go past. Sometimes she gives them the finger...

(KATHERINE takes her eyes off the road.)

13 Drivin' with my...

(A truck zooms past. Near miss.)

FLETCHER: Mom!!!!!